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TVRenamer is an application that enables you to quickly change long-formatted TV series names into simpler ones, by stripping off all unnecessary data. These long names are usually the standard when downloading movie content from torrents or other sources. This app can basically reorganize your collection, in case you want to prepare the TV series for DVD burning, for example. Java-based tool with a
clear-cut UI As long as you have Java installed on your computer, you don't need to set up anything else. This means that you can drop the.exe file anywhere on the disk or a USB flash drive to directly launch it on any PC with Java. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. The user-friendly interface is based on a common window which lets you add as many video files as you want via drag-and-drop. It
shows the full path of the current file and simplified version suggested. Get TV series info and configure naming rules Worth noting is that TVRenamer automatically connects to the Internet via a custom proxy configuration, in order to retrieve TV show details. It can rename different shows at the same time. Before instructing the tool to move the files to a new directory on the disk or to keep them where they
are, you can customize the naming rules by specifying a season prefix and rename format by mixing and matching the available tokens, such as show name, season or episode number (with or without leading zeros). Moreover, you can modify the proxy host name, port and user authentication data, as well as disable the program from auto-checking for updates at startup. The renaming and optional file transfer
are triggered with the click of a button. Evaluation and conclusion It was light on system resources consumption in our tests and didn't hang, crash or prompt error messages. Thanks to its intuitive UI and options, TVRenamer can be easily used by anyone who wants to re-organize their TV series collections by renaming the files. However, it didn't work with the latest Java edition in our evaluation. Java-based
tool with a clear-cut UI As long as you have Java installed on your computer, you don't need to set up anything else. This means that you can drop the.exe file anywhere on the disk or a USB flash drive to directly launch it on any PC with Java. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. The user-friendly interface is based on a common window which lets
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> Cracked TVRenamer With Keygen is an application that enables you to quickly change long-formatted TV series names into simpler ones, by stripping off all unnecessary data. > These long names are usually the standard when downloading movie content from torrents or other sources. This app can basically reorganize your collection, in case you want to prepare the TV series for DVD burning, for example.
> Java-based tool with a clear-cut UI > As long as you have Java installed on your computer, you don't need to set up anything else. This means that you can drop the.exe file anywhere on the disk or a USB flash drive to directly launch it on any PC with Java. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. > The user-friendly interface is based on a common window which lets you add as many video files as you
want via drag-and-drop. It shows the full path of the current file and simplified version suggested. > Worth noting is that TVRenamer automatically connects to the Internet via a custom proxy configuration, in order to retrieve TV show details. It can rename different shows at the same time. > Before instructing the tool to move the files to a new directory on the disk or to keep them where they are, you can
customize the naming rules by specifying a season prefix and rename format by mixing and matching the available tokens, such as show name, season or episode number (with or without leading zeros). > Moreover, you can modify the proxy host name, port and user authentication data, as well as disable the program from auto-checking for updates at startup. The renaming and optional file transfer are
triggered with the click of a button. > TVRenamer Description: > TVRenamer is an application that enables you to quickly change long-formatted TV series names into simpler ones, by stripping off all unnecessary data. > These long names are usually the standard when downloading movie content from torrents or other sources. This app can basically reorganize your collection, in case you want to prepare the
TV series for DVD burning, for example. > Java-based tool with a clear-cut UI > As long as you have Java installed on your computer, you don't need to set up anything else. This means that you can drop the.exe file anywhere on the disk or a USB flash drive to directly launch it on any PC with Java. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. > The user-friendly interface is based on a 09e8f5149f
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Use TVRenamer to edit TV show and movie names on your computer. It is a powerful and handy rename tool that can strip the data from long media filenames. Features Video and TV show renaming Rename multiple files using this Video and TV show renamer. The tool will automatically detect your files and will show the full path of current file and will suggest a simplified filename. You can press the
"Save" button to assign the new names. Manage custom name rules Set up your own naming rules by editing the registry or by adding new files to change the "surname" of your content. Create a new named group for all your files and specify the filenames format. Then use the selected rule to rename multiple files at once. Configuration settings - Proxy settings to avoid DNS hijacking. You can check/uncheck
this option in the program's options, depending on your proxy requirements. - Proxy host name ( - Proxy port - Proxy authentication data - Proxy user name and password - File transfer option between two directories on your computer or external devices. Setup automatic update check Check for TVRenamer updates using the Internet. If you are connected to a network, the program will automatically check for
the latest update on the Internet. If the program detects a new version, the upgrade dialog will appear. Continue installing the new update to get the latest software. How to get it? 1. Search and download the setup file for TVRenamer from the official website. 2. Run the download tool and allow it to extract the program files. 3. Run the installed setup and press the "Finish" button. 4. Close the setup and run
TVRenamer. Web Page: Requirements Windows XP/Vista/7 300 MB of free space How to update and download? 1. Disconnect from the Internet. 2. Uninstall the existing version of the software. 3. Install the latest version of TVRenamer.Atsuko Atsumi Atsuko Atsumi (born August 11, 1951) is a Japanese speed skater who competed in the 1976 Winter Olympics. In 1976 she won the silver medal as a
member of the Japanese Olympic speed skating team in the women's 500 metres competition. External links profile Category:1951 births

What's New In?
Subscribe to the first and only website that will teach you every step that you need to know to make your Android device faster and more reliable. Smart Android is a best place for your queries and suggestions because of its 24/7 technician support and the frequent updates. All your doubts will be solved very well. TVRenamer is a fast and easy-to-use application that allows you to quickly change longformatted TV series names into simpler ones, by stripping off all unnecessary data. These long names are usually the standard when downloading movie content from torrents or other sources. This app can basically reorganize your collection, in case you want to prepare the TV series for DVD burning, for example. Java-based tool with a clear-cut UI As long as you have Java installed on your computer, you
don't need to set up anything else. This means that you can drop the.exe file anywhere on the disk or a USB flash drive to directly launch it on any PC with Java. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. The user-friendly interface is based on a common window which lets you add as many video files as you want via drag-and-drop. It shows the full path of the current file and simplified version suggested.
Get TV series info and configure naming rules Worth noting is that TVRenamer automatically connects to the Internet via a custom proxy configuration, in order to retrieve TV show details. It can rename different shows at the same time. Before instructing the tool to move the files to a new directory on the disk or to keep them where they are, you can customize the naming rules by specifying a season prefix
and rename format by mixing and matching the available tokens, such as show name, season or episode number (with or without leading zeros). Moreover, you can modify the proxy host name, port and user authentication data, as well as disable the program from auto-checking for updates at startup. The renaming and optional file transfer are triggered with the click of a button. Evaluation and conclusion It
was light on system resources consumption in our tests and didn't hang, crash or prompt error messages. Thanks to its intuitive UI and options, TVRenamer can be easily used by anyone who wants to re-organize their TV series collections by renaming the files. However, it didn't work with the latest Java edition in our evaluation. Download TVRenamer by srobs TVRenamer Video
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System Requirements:
Age of Wonders: Planetfall is compatible with Windows 7/8/8.1 and Windows 10 operating systems. It is not supported on older versions of Windows operating systems or OS X. Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/8.1 (64-bit) and Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 650/AMD Radeon HD 7850 (1 GB VRAM) Recommended: OS
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